In this paper we propose a new searching method of Genetic Algorithm for Job-shop scheduling problem (JSP). The coding method that represent job number in order to decide a priority to arrange a job to Gannt Chart (called the ordinal representation with a priority) in JSP, an active schedule is created by using left shift. We define an active solution at first. It is solution which can create an active schedule without using left shift, and set of its defined an active solution space. Next, we propose an algorithm named Genetic Algorithm with active solution space search (GA-asol) which can create an active solution while solution is evaluated, in order to search the active solution space effectively. We applied it for some benchmark problems to compare with other method. The experimental results show good performance.
1.
(JSP:Job-shop Scheduling Problem) Table 1 . Example of 3 × 3 problem.
Technological ordering job (Machine #, Processing time) • JSP ft10 ft20 abz5 abz7 abz8 la21 la22 GA-asol 100 3000 ft10 930 5 2 (5) SXX+GT GTX (13) (6) CCX 600 3 × 10 5 3 × 10 6 ft10 ft20
3.9 GA-Asol ft20 43.8
GA-asol ft10 SXX+GT GA-asol 7 8 GA-asol( 3.0 × 10 6 ) 2 makespan (5) ft20 GA-asol 5 6.
JSP ( )

7
(ft10) Fig. 7 . Frequency of makespan(ft10).
8
(ft20) Fig. 8 . Frequency of makespan(ft20).
3 6 GA 1 1 1 1 1,000 1,000 10,000 10,000 JSP 100 2.5 ft10 1 7 3 3 6 6 20% ft10
